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RESEARCH QUESTION

Regeneration of Memory and Home

Introduction:

Sub-questions:

We are losing, we are forgetting, we are moving forward, we are

1. How could we read and understand memory: Why is it important?

adapting to the dynamic world. Just like the growth and regeneration

How could it influence the present and future? How does the act of

circle of the forest, cultures, and cities are all regenerating themselves

“Erasure” influence our current society?

based on what they have, what they have lost, and what has been
erased. Memories of the past are essential parts of our modern

2. How could we identify design as a whole balance, engaged with

society; they reflect our current situation and are also a metaphor of

design fragments, time and audience?

the future.

The design fragments are more than specific shapes or structures, they are
dynamic and balanced systems, engaged with span of time, decay and renewal,

As designers, when facing a landscape which has been partially

perspective from different groups.

ruined or erased, how can we help people to reconnect themselves
with what has been erased, rebuild their mental perceptions to live

3. What is the relationship between the design fragments with

with memories and move forward?

internal effects? How could designers guide audience’s internal
perception to act beyond the external movement?
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Research Framework Diagram

Wildfire is a strong expression of erasure. It erases homes, structures,

Designers could guide audiences’ external movement through design fragments,

lives, and memories. When it’s gone, people face the wreckage: the

and the external movement can influence the audiences’ internal perception.

broken land, the sense of insecurity. As designers, we have the

Some design fragments are accompanied with certain meanings or metaphor.

possibility to help people face these hurts and rebuild their homes

Different types of space may guide users to different emotional states. What

and perceptions. This design proposal is a response to the

elements can influence these relationships? Time? History? Material? Shape of

devastation after the 2018 Camp Fire in Paradise, California.

space?
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DECLARATION OF KEY WORDS

Erasure:

Recomposition:

Remained:

1. An act, process, or instance of erasing.

To rearrange the existing components, or add new components to

1. To describe or represent something to be left after the removal,

2. Something that has been erased

existing system, to create a new system responding to current and

loss, or destruction.

past situation.

2. Use active voice and past tense to indicate and describe the depth
of time and what happened in the past.
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CONCEPT | PHENOMENON

Regeneration of Memory and Home

TIME
During the process of building a new future, sometimes we tend to
erase the past. We are always living with our memory.
The depth of memory, relative to the present time, can not be
neglected. It influences our future life; we just haven’t recognized that
yet.

Nuovo Cinema Paradiso (1988)
8
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Burning

ERASURE

Erasing

The phenomenon of ERASURE consists of loss (what is erased) and
remains (what is left), which may include home, space, stories,
people...
Both of them still play important roles in the formation of current
situation, and future development.

Chiseling
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REGENERATION
Forests repeat the life cycle, death and revival, standing on the
remains of past generations...
Cities are growing, decaying, replacing...
Everything is regenerating from memory, from death.
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ISSUE | RATIONALE

Wildfire is a strong expression of erasure. It erases
homes, structures, lives, and memories. When it’s
gone, people face the wreckage: the broken land, the
sense of insecurity. As designers, we have the
possibility to help people face these hurts and rebuild
their homes and perceptions.
California’s deadliest wild fire, the Camp Fire in
November 2018 killed 86 people. People were forced
to escape from their homes with wounded souls.
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FIRE WINDOW TO THE PAST CAMP FIRE AND MEMORY

16

ESCAPING & RETURNING PROCESS
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SITE | PROCESS ANALYSIS

Paradise, California locates in the Sierra Nevada
foothills above the northeastern Sacramento Valley,
engaged with dramatic topography and complex water
streams.
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INCREASING VULNERABILITY OF WILD FIRE IN NORTHERN CALIFORNIA

20

SITE MAPPING & LOCAL LANDSCAPE IN PARADISE, CA
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Analysis Process
The process of erasure after the Camp Fire consists of loss and
remains. What is left may include partial or complete structures,
homes and the ecological layers of the land.
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Home | Community Process

“HOME”

People were forced to escape from their homes. 86 people died.

Home is more than the land or the houses we live in. It contains all

When the smoke and ashes settled, residents began to drive back

the beautiful and layered landscape in a region and all the stories that

home to see what was left and what was erased by the fire.

happened on the land. People may move away from their town, but
they still have deep mental connections and attachment to their

Though land is broken and houses are gone, people still seek hope

homes.

and provide help to each other. Citizens and government realize the
issue of vulnerability. The community and public departments work
together to find ways to face this.
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Home | Community Process
PUBLIC PROGRAM SHUTDOWN
-Survivors Act as Pillars
-Unemployment
-Inconvenience for Residents

PERSONAL ASSETS DAMAGE
-Houses
-Cars
-Furnitures
-Important Documents
-Belongings
-Pets

MENTAL DAMAGE
-Sense of Security
-Loss of Memories
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Site Vegetation Cover - Before

Land | Ecology Process

VEGETATION DAMAGES

Site Vegetation Cover - After

The fire brought about huge ecological damages: over 80% of the
vegetation was burned in the Camp Fire, especially the thick forest. Some
of the vacant grassland and farmland survived.
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Plant and Soil Profile Change Process

Land | Ecology Process

SOIL | LAND DAMAGES
During and after fires, the soil profile will also change; the litter layer will be
burned out. So when the fire dies out, soil erosion will happen; when it
rains, the situation could be worse, and may cause water pollution.
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SITE ANALYSIS
I chose an urban scale site to rebuild the community on the south
side of Paradise where the fire began to die out, so the land and
structures were damaged to different extents in diverse ways.
This site is also located on a crucial urban transportation crossing
engaged with hills and valleys, public space and private homes,
nature contexts and urban fabrics…
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Site Section
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DESIGN APPROACHES | PROTOTYPE

Build protective structural and ecological system;
recompose public programs and landscape material to
reconnect people with their memories, and create a
stronger social connection and support system.
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Design Prototype | Structure and Ecology

SOIL | LAND PROTECTION
Use the vertical structures to contain the soil, prevent soil erosion and
landslides.
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Design Prototype | Structure and Ecology

STRUCTURE PROTECTION
Combine the protective structure which may be built upon the
remained material after the fire and water to protect the new
structure; control the density of structures, especially wood
structures.
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Design Prototype | Structure and Ecology

VEGETATION TREATMENT
Use scientific distance control to maintain a reasonable density of
vegetation to create safer forests and communities.
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Design Prototype | Structure and Ecology

WATER SYSTEM TREATMENT
Rebuild water connections between water ponds, street flows, and
creeks to build a new water system.
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Design Prototype | Home and Memory

MATERIAL | REMAINED | TRANSFORMED
Collage the remained “heavy” material like stones, bricks or even
ashes with the new “light” material like glass, steel, and light color
concrete. Create different layers of existing and new-born vegetation
to convey a metaphor of “new life meets the dead or the past”.
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Design Prototype | Home and Memory

Community Center Hub

Comercial Hub

Public Memorial

School

PROGRAM| REMAINED | TRANSFORMED
Some of the public programs are kept, some of them are transformed
to serve broader communities such as community center, educational
corridor, and recreation hub. The reorganization of public programs
creates a stronger social connection and support system.
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DESIGN ON SITE
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Systematic Design Model
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Urban Scale Systematic Design Strategy

TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM

PROTECTIVE & WATER SYSTEM

PUBLIC NETWORK

Rebuild the efficient transportation network (connect

Combine the water and structures as a protective

Build new city centers: new community center,

the private and public path ways to major roads and

system against fire, control the density of structures,

education hub, commercial hub, culture and art hubs,

eliminate dead ends ) and an evacuation system to

especially the wood structures.

open space network, active city center (like shopping

create a safer living environment.

malls and community center) , and quiet city center
Transform some of the ruined structure to a new

(like memorial parks and gardens). Also, connect

water pond system or rain gardens and connect

them back to the larger urban context and systems.

them with existing water ponds and street flows.
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OLD | NEW Recomposition Prototype
I develop several dynamic relationships between the remains and
the newly built structures, which can be adapted to different kinds
of sites. The remained and new structures may overlap, insert,
touch, or separate from each other. The remains are transformed
into a protective system, and the new composition creates a
dynamic spatial relationship. In this way, this system forms a positive
framework to face similar potential threats in the future.
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Detail Design | Spatial Language
I developed several spatial languages of the contacting edges:
merging, fading, crossing, hesitating, stopping, meeting,
separating… These dialogues are embedded in space, phenomenon
and time.
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Detail Site Plan
After developing the urban scale systematic design strategies and

The design of this public memorial park began with tracing edges of

prototypes, I zoom in to a smaller transition area between commercial

remains and wreckages on site, trying to develop a dialogue between

district and residents in the woodland. In this scale, I develop a

the design intervention and existing remains pattern.

detailed design to test and develop my design strategies in more
depth.

Besides the function as a memorial park, this design keeps the
existing buildings and transforms some of them to hold social
activities in the park, like commercial, exhibition, and ballet
performances (the original function of that building) to enhance
community connections.

TRACING THE PAST AND FUTURE
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PROGRAMS AND CIRCULATION

PLANTING STRATEGY
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Detail Design Cross Section
This detail design creates a dynamic and intimate relationship between
structures, water, vegetation, buildings, and topography; and also a
cohesive threshold between urban expansion and forest regeneration.
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Section - Perspective
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Moments Perspective Collages
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Model Exploration
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Reflection
In modern society, people are facing increasing anxieties from
frequent natural events and social conditions. When facing a
catastrophe and ongoing vulnerability, as landscape architects,
we care about nature, the earth and humans, both physically and
mentally/ emotionally. We are trying to intervene with the environment
to create or keep a balance between the community, urban
expansion, and increasing vulnerability of the natural environment.
During this process of rebuilding structures and ecology resilience,
we also need to rebuild people’s mental perceptions and social
connections to help them move forward.
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Reveal:

Imagination:

1. To make known; disclose; divulge:

The faculty of producing ideal creations consistent with reality, as

2. An act or instance of revealing; revelation; disclosure.

in literature, as distinct from the power of creating illustrative or
decorative imagery.

Regeneration:

INDEX OF TERM

1. Act of regenerating; state of being regenerated.

Fragments | Fragmentation:

2. Biology: the restoration or new growth by an organism of organs,

The breakdown or examination of thoughts, behaviors, or social

tissues, etc., that have been lost, removed, or injured.

relationships.

Displacement:

Contemplation:

1. The displacing in space of one mass by another.

Full or deep consideration; reflection.

2. The transfer of an emotion from its original focus to another object,
person, or situation.

Narrative:
The art, technique, or process of narrating, or of telling a story.

Reflection:
1. The act of reflecting, as in casting back a light or heat, mirroring,

Balance:

or giving back or showing an image;

1. Something used to produce equilibrium; counterpoise.

the state of being reflected in this way.

2. Mental steadiness or emotional stability

2. A fixing of the thoughts on something; careful consideration.
3. A thought occurring in consideration or meditation.

Resonance:

4. Physics, Optics.

1. A quality of evoking response.

The return of light, heat, sound, etc., after striking a surface.
Something so reflected, as heat or especially light.

2. The enhancement of an atomic, nuclear, or particle reaction or a
scattering event by excitation of internal motion in the system

5. Anatomy. The bending or folding back of a part upon itself.
Metaphor:
Something used, or regarded as being used, to represent something
else; emblem; symbol.
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